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Learn Essential Lessons in Leadership and Life from the Classic Tale of Alexander the Great! 2nd

Edition - New Content Added At No Additional Cost - Now In Paperback!â˜…â˜…â˜… Read this

book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited - Download Now! â˜…â˜…â˜…Have you heard of Alexander, but

don't know his story?Do you remember some of his accomplishments, but wish you knew more?Do

you need inspiration from Alexander's life to help you master your destiny?If so, then Alexander:

The Great Leader and Hero of Macedonia and Ancient Greece is the book for you!This exciting

story is broken into captivating chapters, such as: A World on FirePersian DismembermentThe

Sands of SyriaIn a Land of PharaohsThe Edge of the WorldThe Merciful KingDeath of a

WarriorAlexander: The Great Leader and Hero of Macedonia and Ancient Greece is available for

Download Now.This engrossing book also discusses the legacy of this famous man, including the

many kingdoms and empires that grew out of his wake. You'll also learn how the Ancient Greek

language, ideas, and culture were spread across the world - affecting us even today!Download

Alexander: The Great Leader and Hero of Macedonia and Ancient Greece Now for Instant Reading

by Scrolling Up and Clicking the "Buy" ButtonDon't wait - gain the knowledge and wisdom of Ancient

Greek history TODAY!Happy reading!.
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I've been reading a lot of his store cool books on different events that changed human history this

book was an amazing read and I recommend it to any who wants to broaden their knowledge of

history and historical events

I knew a little about Alexander the Great, but that was a story or a detail here and there. His whole

life story is really fascinating, with amazing battles, victories, personal conflict and much more. This

book is a pretty standard biography that is as interesting as is the life of the person described in it.

Luckily, Alexander is a great historical figure to write biography about so this one took me one sitting

to go through, I didn't put it down. I recommend it to anyone who is interested in history or just want

to see how Alexander, one of the greatest warriors of all time, lived.

I am a history junkie and Alexander the Great is definitely one of my favorite figures. This book is a

great insight into Alexander's life starting from his younger days up until he became one of the most

powerful men in history. It's fascinating to read about his life and how he fell from power. I think a lot

of history buffs would also appreciate the detail and accuracy of the facts in the book.

Incredibly poor. Looks like it was lifted from an encyclopedia. Sentences do not parse. Took 15

minutes to read. Do not waste your money on this. Feeling ripped off.

Great historical information on Alexander the great! He was really amazing with his

accomplishments and although the time was very different I enjoyed learning about some of the

challenges he faced and his background. Hard to find a good resource for someone from so long

ago so I recommend grabbing this book if you want good information!

If you want to know anything and everything about Alexander the Great, then this book is for you.

Robin Lane Fox examines every aspect of the life of Alexander and crafts an extremely detailed and

dense history of the man and his conquests. Roy Jackson took on an extraordinary task in

attempting to write a comprehensive narrative account of such an elusive historical figure as

Alexander, you can almost feel that you are part of living history. This book was good and worth the

read.



This is really a very nice book that tells us about Alexander the Great leader, then this book is for

you. Robin Lane Fox examines every aspect of the life of Alexander and crafts an extremely

detailed and dense history of the man and his conquests. I really like this book.

I'm in love with these history books! This is my favorite genre of book "History Books" I've read

around 4 books about Alexander but I still give this book a chance to see if it is better than the first 4

I've read. At first I thought it will be not as good as those 4 books I've read but I was mistaken, this

book is perfectly written and clearly the author spends a lot of his time doing research otherwise

creating a very well detailed history book like this is not possible. It is indeed an amazing read and I

highly recommend it to all the people who love reading history books.
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